
We have amazing educators at Northern Cass, and we want to share their
greatness with you.

Danielle Peterson teaches elementary Special
Education. She and her husband Dean will be
celebrating their fifth anniversary in September.
They have two children, Denver and Sawyer.
Their one yellow lab pup, Cooper, will be joined
by Chip, a new little black lab in just a couple of
weeks. Danielle loves spending time with family
and going on adventures with them. She enjoys
creating photo books, crocheting, reading, and
spending time at the lakes in the summer.

Mrs. Peterson loves Northern Cass for the
endless support to learners and their academic
and personal development. She sees Northern
Cass as a family and enjoys being part of a
devoted network of individuals that strive to

support everyone. She feels the best thing about learners is their perseverance through
challenges. When things are presented that are harder or new, learners work hard to grow on
their skills and continue to achieve greatness each day. “I love watching the learners’ sense of
humor shine through and the fun they create at the learning center each day!”

“I believe my teaching superpower is a balance of three: I am courageous, caring and creative. I
am courageous in advocating for the needs of all learners and challenging myself to continue to
grow professionally. I am caring for each of my learners' individual needs and have my learning
center a peaceful place to come and reset whenever needed. I love being creative and having
multi-sensory learning opportunities for learners to develop mastery of their learning content.”

Kim Kranz is our Instructional Coach, working
with both educators and learners. She is engaged
to a wonderful man, Paul, who has three
incredible adult children with whom she shares a
wonderful friendship. Her mother, sister, and aunt
live in the area; she enjoys spending time with
them and niece and nephew. She dearly misses
her younger brother who passed away in Nov. of
2019. Kim is a “junker” and loves breathing life
into outcast treasures. She likes reading a wide
range of books, riding horses and enjoying
nature, drawing, painting, gourmet cooking, and
traveling the world.

Ms. Kranz loves NC because she feels our
educators demonstrate outstanding bravery as
they take action to learn and grow while doing the



hard work of transforming an ineffective, antiquated system of education into one that will truly
empower learners to meet their potential and thrive in their lives outside school. “Northern Cass
lives its "why" and is committed to its learners in ways that will challenge them to develop into
whole human beings. Northern Cass is the flagship of what education in North Dakota could and
should look like.” She loves that our learners are willing to advocate for what they need to learn
best and are the most important drivers of our why. “NC learners are adaptable, curious,
capable and kind human beings, and I believe in them with all my heart.”  Kim’s educator
superpower is connecting with learners and building productive relationships with both learners
and educators. “I value relationships above all, as I firmly believe that the level of influence you
have on a learner's academic performance is directly linked to the degree of relationship you
have with them as a valued human being.”


